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Joyroom S Lightning / 3.5mm Audio Adapter - Y105 (white)
You no longer have to choose between charging your iPhone and listening to music. The Joyroom adapter will expand the Lightning jack
and allow you to connect your device with a 3.5mm mini jack and charger at the same time! The product features a robust design, is
compatible with Apple devices and supports fast charging. The built-in dual chip ensures stable transmission, so you can forget about
annoying crackles and interference. The minimalist design makes the product look very aesthetically pleasing and will fit into any pocket.
 
More possibilities with Joyroom
The adapter allows you to simultaneously connect your phone to the charger and, for example, headphones. This allows you to freely
listen to music while charging your iPhone. The product is compatible with iOS software and does not interfere with headphones. So you
can freely make phone calls or use the voice assistant.
 
Smart solutions
For  the  sake  of  your  phone,  we  took  care  of  the  highest  quality  solutions,  applied  to  the  adapter.  The  dual  smart  chip  enables
interference-free operation and allows your device to charge stably, so you don't have to worry about the safety of your iPhone. What's
more, the adapter cable is distinguished by its high conductivity and provides fast charging with 1.5 A.
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Full iOS compatibility
The Joyroom adapter  is  fully  compatible  with iOS and supports  charging and all  headphone functions without  any interference.  You're
free to listen to music, play games, or talk on your phone while you're topping up its power. Forget about pop-ups stating incompatibility
- Joyroom won't let you down! 
 
	Manufacturer
	Joyroom
	Model
	S - Y105
	Color
	White
	Rated current
	2 A
	Compatibility
	Devices supporting Lightning connector
	Material
	ABS + TPE
	Functions
	Charging, listening, call handling, voice assistant support, U shield, USB-KEY
	Weight
	8 g
	Dimensions
	112 x 30 x 6 mm

Preço:

€ 20.90

Acessórios para computadores, USB Adapters
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